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What happened since meeting 10?

Documentation has been compiled and extended

- Thanks to all who have contributed in one way or another!

Some teams have already tagged all the address objects of their constituency!

- slides available for DFN-CERT's "mass-linking" action
- presentation of SURFnet's approach @ RIPE47 (t.b.c.)
Most recent activities

Discussion has sprung up again on the RIPE DB-WG mailing list

- claims/feeling that the IRT-Object would be too complicated to understand and use
- "simplistic" proposals have been put forward on list to solve the general abuse contact problem
- proposal submitted to modify schema and semantics of IRT-Object

Catch up and get involved, please!!!
Most recent activities (cont...) 

- Invitation received to report to the APSIRC community
  - extended by Yuri Ito
  - meeting to be held back-to-back with APNIC Meeting in Kuala Lumpur, in late Feb. 2004

- It turns out that the ARIN Database has a functionality similar to the IRT-Object since a while (AbuseORG object)!
Questions